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1.0 Annual Report for FY2003 - Acquisition of New GPS

Equipment for the UNAVCO Community Pool in Support of
Current and Emerging Solid-Earth Science Research Applications
UNAVCO, Inc. was funded in FY2003 to purchase the first 10 of 30 portable GPS systems
that will be acquired over a three year period for the UNAVCO community pool. UNAVCO maintains a pool of receivers and ancillary equipment that support episodic or campaign style GPS surveying projects of the NSF precise-GPS science community. These projects include research in
broad categories of GPS research such as earthquake processes, active magmatic systems, plate
boundary zone deformation, global geodesy, global change and other applications. A summary of
the projects that utilized the 10 new receivers are described below. A more comprehensive report
of the past use of the UNAVCO Facility receiver pool, and scientific applications can be found in
previous annual reports (http://www.unavco.org/facility/aboutus/publications/publications.html).
Whereas a number of projects
utilized UNAVCO receivers in
more traditional campaign measurements lasting a few days to
weeks at a site, increasingly receivers are being requested for long,
multi-year occupations in order to
capture transient motions such as
associated with post-seismic deformation or so-called slow earthquakes. These types of observation
strategies are made possible due to
the increased memory, smaller
physical size, and lower power
requirements of new GPS receiver
systems (Figure 1-1). The new
receivers acquired under this award
are critical to replace aging systems
of the UNAVCO pool and to support new scientific requirements
and equipment demands of the
UNAVCO community.

Figure 1-1. UNAVCO Pool Campaign System. Under this
award, 10 campaign pool Trimble 5700 geodetic survey systems were purchased in 2003. At 2.5 W, these new receivers
require half the power of the previous Trimble 4000 receivers
that make up the bulk of the Facility’s current pool. Less
power equates to smaller batteries and solar charging system
requirements and less shipping weight. With the smaller size,
the receivers and antennas now fit into one smaller box requiring less than half the volume of previous systems. The 5700s
also have large capacity, removable memory cards allowing
for longer unattended operation in semi-permanent installations.

1.1 GPS Receiver Pool and Usage
At the beginning of FY 2003, there were 78 GPS receivers of various types in the UNAVCO
community pool. There was a total of 96 by the end of the year, including the ten new Trimble
5700 receivers purchased using EAR funds in May and eight others purchased with NSF-OPP

funds in July. The mix of various receiver types at the end of FY2003 is shown in Table 1-1.
Seventy three of those receivers are dedicated to first priority support of EAR sponsored activities, while the remaining 23 receivers, provided by other organizations including OPP and ATM
on a shared basis, are made available for broader community use when not in use by sponsoring
programs, significantly expanding the available pool during periods of peak demand.
Table 1-1: UNAVCO Receiver Pool by
Type at EOY 2003
Quantity

Make/Model

37

Trimble 5700

2

Trimble 4800

4

Trimble 4700

41

Trimble 4000

10

Ashtech MicroZ

2

Ashtech Z XII

96

Total Pool

The UNAVCO receiver pool was very efficiently used during 2003, as shown in Figure 1-2,
which depicts available receiver-weeks vs. used receiver-weeks for each month of the year. With
a total of 4,614 total available receiver-weeks, 4,425 receiver-weeks, or approximately 95%, were
utilized by projects during the year. It is noteworthy that this does not include time dedicated to
preparing receivers for deployment or downtime for repairs, suggesting that the pool was virtually
100% subscribed during the year. In addition to enhancing the pool with latest generation receivers, supplemental receivers were clearly needed during the high demand peak field season when
all available receivers were being used.
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Figure 1-2. UNAVCO Receiver Pool Usage
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Pool receivers were used for a mix of community activities. As shown in Table 1-2, 51
receivers were dedicated to campaign or other episodic project support; 36 receivers were used
for deployment on permanent or semi-permanent networks for earthquake response or other
applications; and nine were used for various other community activities such as testing, development, systems integration, or other infrastructural uses.
Table 1-2: UNAVCO Receiver Pool Type of Use
Quantity

Type of Use

51

Episodic project support

36

Long-term deployments

9

Other

96

Total Pool

1.2 Science Highlights
As summarized in Figure 1-3, the 10 new receivers were put into immediate use for a number
of projects around the world including static and kinematic campaigns and earthquake and magmatic emergency response requests.We highlight below the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO)
San Simeon Earthquake response, the Yellowstone/Norris Geyser Basin magmatic response, the
northern Italy (RETREAT) project, and the Denali Earthquake response.
Denali Earthquake Response
Bench Glacier
Kenai

Retreat Campaign

Yellowstone Emergency
Response
California Campaign
Irian Jaya (Mar, 2004)

Figure 1-3. Projects Using 10 New Receivers.

The UNAVCO Facility received the first year’s funding for the purchase of 10 new Trimble
5700 field campaign receivers in 2003. With the new capabilities described above, there has been
an increase in the demand for the new receivers. The first 10 were purchased as soon as funds
arrived and were shipped in May to Italy for use in a kinematic campaign (Bennett, Harvard
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SAO), the Kenai peninsula in Alaska (Freymueller, U. AK.), California (DeMets, U.Wis.), Bench
Glacier, Alaska (U. Colo), and the Denali Earthquake response project (Freymueller, U. AK).
Receivers were returned and installed at Yellowstone to monitor the Norris Geyser basin as part of
a UNAVCO/IRIS GPS/seismic emergency response (Smith, U. Utah), went to Italy to the
RETREAT project in Fall, 2003 (Bennett, Harvard SAO). Five receivers will be shipped back to
Denali in 2004 for an 18 month deployment to look at post-seismic rebound. Five receivers from
this pool were installed for temporary use with the December 2003 San Simeon, California Plate
Boundary Observatory earthquake response. The receivers are next scheduled to participate in the
Irian Jaya campaign in early 2004 (McCaffrey, U. Oregon).
San Simeon Earthquake emergency response. The magnitude 6.5 San Simeon earthquake
struck the central California coast on December 22, 2003. The event caused two deaths and $55
million dollars of damage, the most severe at Paso Robles, 39 km ESE of the earthquake (http://
www.cisn.org/special/evt.03.12.22/prelimreport.html). Seismic and geodetic measurements are
being used to help scientists better understand the extent of the rupture, the co-seismic and longer
term post-seismic mechanisms of the earthquake source, strain accumulation and stress transfer
between various parts of the fault and adjacent faults, and hazards posed by similar future earthquakes. Post-seismic motions extend many years after the earthquake, but diminish exponentially
in magnitude so that a quick response is essential.
Immediately after the San Simeon earthquake, the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) Transform Fault Site Selection Committee worked with the UNAVCO PBO group and the UNAVCO
Facility to plan a response to the earthquake. The PBO site selection committees are charged with
advising PBO on how to change the network and installation priorities based on changing science
needs such as the occurrence of major earthquakes. The current transform committee is chaired by
Gerald Bawden and the members include Sally McGill, Tom Herring [MIT], Ken Hudnut
[USGS], Marti Ikehara [NGS], Mark Murray [UCB], and John Langbein [USGS]. This committee elected to move five of the planned PBO permanent GPS stations into the aftershock zone of
the San Simeon earthquake. Subsequently, PBO engineers conducted reconnaissance, permitting
(the first on Christmas day, only two days after the earthquake), monumentation and installation
of the five sites (Figure 1-4). The UNAVCO Facility provided five pool 5700 receivers and choke
ring antennas to be used until they can be replaced with PBO units in the spring of 2004. The five
San Simeon stations are the first of the eventual 875 PBO stations.

Figure 1-4. San Simeon Earthquake emergency response. A short drilled-braced monument and solar power system
at Clegg Ranch, California. This station was installed immediately after the earthquake and will use a UNAVCO
pool receiver until it can be permanently replaced with one of the new Plate Boundary Observatory receivers and
real-time communications.
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Yellowstone/Norris Geyser Basin Emergency Response. At the request of the U. of Utah
(Bob Smith, PI), UNAVCO field engineers and U. Utah and National Park Service staff installed
five continuously operating GPS stations at the Norris Geyser basin in response to anomalous
thermal and geyser basin activity that posed a threat to park visitors (Figure 1-5). The GPS network is complemented by a 7-station array of seismic broadband seismographs provided by the
Integrated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS). GPS and seismic instruments were colocated where possible. UNAVCO staff serviced the network a month later during the 2003 GPS
campaign in Yellowstone. The current activity in Norris Geyser Basin provides an excellent
opportunity to quantitatively document and better understand hydrothermal disturbances and possible seismic sources associated with active volcanic systems.

Figure 1-5. Yellowstone-Norris Geyser Basin GPS Installations. (Left) One of five temporary GPS stations
installed in Yellowstone National Park in response to increased heat and steam emissions in parts of Norris
Geyser Basin. The network was installed and maintained by UNAVCO engineers, University of Utah students
and faculty, and National Park Service scientists (Right) as part of an emergency monitoring effort by Yellowstone Volcano Observatory (YVO) in Sept-Oct 2003.

RETREAT-Italy 2003. RETREAT (Retreating-trench, Extension, and Accretion Tectonics) is
an NSF Continental Dynamics multidisciplinary
project to develop a self-consistent dynamic model
of syn-convergent extension, using the northern
Apennines, northern Italy, as a natural laboratory.
This is a collaborative effort among Yale, University of Washington, Lehigh, Purdue, USC, Harvard
Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory (SAO,
Rick Bennett and Frank Pazzaglia,, PIs), and Italian colleagues (Figure 1-6, Figure 1-7). The GPS
part of Project RETREAT measures crustal defor- Figure 1-6. SAO RETREAT Project. Italian collabomation associated with ongoing tectonic processes rators using UNAVCO Trimble 5700 receivers in
in northern Italy using a combination of campaign San Marino.
and continuous GPS networks. UNAVCO provided 10 new Trimble 5700 receivers and field engineering support for the initial campaign in
October, 2003.
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Figure 1-7. SAO RETREAT Project. Location of GPS stations measured in the RETREAT--Italy 2003
project (map generated by the UNAVCO Archive).

MW 7.9 Denali Fault Earthquake of November, 3 2002. One of the largest recorded earthquakes in the U.S. struck central Alaska on Sunday, November 3, 2002. It was preceded by a MW
6.7 foreshock in the early morning of October 23, 2002. This earlier earthquake and its zone of
associated aftershocks were located slightly to the west of the main shock. Both earthquakes
resulted from slip on the Denali fault, an arcuate strike-slip fault that stretches over 700 km across
the state of Alaska and extends southeastward into Canada (Figure 1-8, left). GPS measurements
across the Denali fault system in central Alaska show evidence for 6-8 mm/yr of right-lateral
strike-slip motion. Several cm of postseismic deformation occurred at sites within 30 km of the
Denali fault in the first few weeks following the earthquake [Freymueller, personal comm.]. The
observations of post-seismic deformation from this event have only just begun (Figure 1-8, right).
Over the next few years, the measurements will provide valuable constraints on the rheology of
the Denali fault zone, the lower crust, and the upper mantle in central Alaska.
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Figure 1-8. (Left) Comparison between GPS observed (red arrows) and calculated coseismic surface displacements
(blue arrows) from a finite element model of the earthquake using a preliminary coseismic slip distribution from
seismic inversions (D. Dreger, unpub., model by A. Freed). Red squares are pre-existing continuous GPS stations,
white squares are additional continuous GPS stations installed after the earthquake to monitor postseismic deformation, blue triangles are near-field campaign GPS sites surveyed after the earthquake by Univ. Alaska Fairbanks,
Geophysical Institute. This is a collaborative effort between the Geophysical Institute, Univ. Alaska Fairbanks, UC
Berkeley, and Purdue, with the technical support of UNAVCO [Figure from Calais, personal comm.]. (Right)
North and East components of motion at station (DNL1), located 10 km south of the surface fault trace, shows 32
mm of north-westward motion in response to post-seismic deformation occurring over the first month after the
earthquake.

The UNAVCO Facility mounted an emergency response to the November 2002 earthquake on
the Denali Fault in the Alaska Range (Figure 1-9). Two days after the earthquake, four campaign
receivers from the UNAVCO pool were deployed by University of Alaska, Fairbanks staff (Jeff
Freymueller, PI). A UNAVCO field team also installed 10 semi-permanent continuous stations
during the first two weeks after the earthquake. These stations initially used Ashtech Micro-Z and
Trimble 5700 receivers borrowed on a temporary basis from a variety of institutions. Due to the
dark northern winter, power is solely from batteries that were swapped during periodic service
visits and it was essential to use low power units. Data retrieval is from manual data downloads or
memory card swap, as most sites are in locations with no local communications infrastructure.
Upon retrieval, the data are made publicly available in the UNAVCO archive.
Further GPS network densification and power (solar and wind turbines) and monumentation
upgrades of existing sites occurred in summer 2003 and their are currently 14 stations in the network. Ten new 5700 receivers purchased by UNAVCO specifically for the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, NSF Denali Earthquake project and five new UNAVCO 5700 pool receivers (this
award) were used for the summer to facilitate the upgrade process and swapping out of borrowed
receivers that needed to be returned to their owners. A substantial effort was required to design,
manufacture and ship equipment and to implement the plan in the field. In addition to the two
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UNAVCO engineers (five weeks) and two additional UNAVCO Staff (one week), up to five student volunteers were required to conduct the field work. In all, nearly 20 man-weeks were spent
during the course of the five week project. The emergency response is a continuation of long-term
and on-going support given by the Facility to Alaska campaign and permanent station projects.
The project also served to provide us with valuable experience on how to install and operate
EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory stations in the harsh conditions of Alaska. Up to five
UNAVCO 5700 receivers will be sent to complete the network upgrade in 2004 and will be run
for approximately two more years before being returned to the Facility for community use.

Figure 1-9. UNAVCO Facility Response to the Denali Earthquake. (Left) ATTC, a new 2003 site, about half-way
between Paxson and Delta Junction, Alaska. (Right) The UNAVCO upgrading the monument and installing a
Trimble 5700 at one of the Denali Earthquake sites in 2003.

1.3 Associated UNAVCO Facility Campaign Support
The ten receivers purchased under this award to date are part of the UNAVCO Facility equipment pool, a key component of UNAVCO’s campaign support effort. In addition to the maintenance, shipping and deployment of the receiver pool, the Facility provides training, fabrication
and design of enclosures and equipment for long-term occupations (sometimes called semi-permanent installations, where direct communications links are not possible), field engineering support, data processing when appropriate, discounted purchasing, and on-going receiver and
antenna testing and evaluation to ensure the community is aware of and is using state-of-the-art
receivers. A variety of these services were used in the investigations described above.
Many institutions and PIs using GPS have neither the technical ability nor the desire to maintain equipment for the occasional field or teaching applications, and they look to the UNAVCO
Facility for access to equipment and associated technical support. Overall, the community continues to come to UNAVCO for hardware and software technical support, equipment recommendations, discounted equipment purchasing, and assistance with data processing and archiving. This
support is provided by telephone, email, and web-based documentation, and is often required on
very short notice due to project logistics and field urgency.
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For the projects that do require assistance from a field engineer, the support requested is often
of a high-level nature including survey design to achieve science objectives, power/communications engineering for semi-permanent applications, and post-project data processing support.
Engineer supported projects are often conducted by PIs who are relatively inexperienced with
GPS and view GPS geodesy as merely a convenient tool to further their scientific research.
Knowledgeable technical support for campaign projects remains a critical UNAVCO support
function, covering a range of GPS surveying methodologies including campaign measurements;
kinematic, rapid static, and real time kinematic (RTK) applications; and semi-permanent applications.
Low power and high memory receivers in the
UNAVCO pool now provide the community with the
ability to utilize semi-permanent stations for sub-centimeter application, where continuous data are desired
but there is no need to retrieve the data in real-time.
Pool receivers may be set out for over a year before
requiring data download (Figure 1-10). Examples of
applications where this is important include measuring
post-earthquake response and volcano monitoring.
Benefits to the GPS Community. To maximize
access to UNAVCO support and to provide effective
information dissemination, the UNAVCO Facility Web
page features a single comprehensive support request Figure 1-10. Low power, high memory portable
form and supporting documentation to complement GPS system set up as a semi-permanent station
on Mt. Erebus, Antarctica. Left unattended for
training and equipment received from UNAVCO. nine months, it collected continuous data for
Equipment testing and maintenance procedures are over a year until it was replaced with a permaalso made available on-line as a resource for GPS users nent GPS and broadband seismic station with
maintaining their own equipment or in need of emer- telemetry to McMurdo Station and the Internet.
gency field repair instructions. The following campaign services are available, and support is tailored to the individual investigator's requirements
and experience level:
Equipment Loan - A centralized pool of GPS receivers and ancillary equipment such as tripods, tribrachs, batteries, and solar panels is available for community use. By maintaining a standardized pool of receivers provided by multiple sponsors, UNAVCO achieves economy of scale
both in procurement discounts and technical support efficiency. Supporting multiple agencies
with different field seasons keeps the equipment pool in year-round use. Equipment loans can be
requested directly from the on-line support request form at www.unavco.net/support.asp.
Training - Training by a field engineer on GPS surveying, equipment operation, data management, and data processing is available by request. Training is typically provided for one science
group at a time, since the course material is often adjusted to an individual group's needs. Training
courses may be held at the Facility, the investigator's institution, or in the field immediately prior
to project commencement. The UNAVCO training course outline is available on-line at
www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/campaign/training_outline.html.
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Field engineering - Investigators may request expert in-field GPS technical support for all or
part of their project. Field engineers are available to assist with training, survey design, in-field
support, and data processing. This support is especially useful for new investigators using GPS in
the field for the first time, and for seasoned GPS researchers with large-scale campaigns where
professional assistance with project management and logistics is required. Field engineering support can be requested using the on-line support request form at www.unavco.net/support.asp.
Data processing - New GPS users with relatively small GPS campaign projects may receive
survey data processing support from UNAVCO. This service extends the utility of the UNAVCO
pool to non-GPS scientists who simply use GPS as a surveying tool, and would otherwise not
have the expertise to use this community resource. UNAVCO will also train new investigators
with recurring GPS data processing needs, and make data processing software available on loan.
Several data processing resources are available on-line at www.unavco.org/facility/
project_support/campaign/training/processing.html.
Discount receiver purchasing - UNAVCO negotiates community pricing on GPS equipment
from the major manufacturers. Discount pricing is provided both due to quantity discounts on
pooled purchases, and also because the UNAVCO Facility, rather than the manufacturer, handles
the technical support issues from the end users. Nearly 100 receivers were purchased under the
UNAVCO pricing in FY2003 by UNAVCO and UNAVCO community members including UC
Berkeley, Univ. of Alaska, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Univ. of Hawaii, Univ. of Memphis,
Texas A&M, Univ. of Washington, Univ. of CO, Univ. of Miami and MIT. UNAVCO also has the
leverage to negotiate for the community's unique requirements, such as the recent power modification to the Trimble 5700 receiver that allows stable DC operation.
GPS Receiver Technology Advancements - GPS technology for geodetic applications has
improved dramatically through two generations of new equipment since the Trimble 4000 SSi
receiver was introduced in 1995. Current generation GPS receivers have several improved features such as improved data quality, reduced power consumption, smaller size, and increased
memory that make them desirable to the GPS research community. The first 10 receivers purchased under this award are a critical step towards upgrading the pool. The process to identify,
test, purchase and maintain these receivers was an excellent precursor activity to support PBO
which requires a 100-receiver campaign pool. The older GPS receivers in the pool will be placed
into permanent installations resulting in a cost savings to the EAR-IF program. The UNAVCO
Facility completed an extensive test of the latest GPS technology for the PBO permanent station
network (875 stations) in 2003 (http://www.unavco.org/PBO/publications/Reports/
final_report_pbo.pdf) and an evaluation for the PBO campaign receiver pool is underway
(Figure 1-11).
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Figure 1-11. New rooftop antenna test mounts at UNAVCO, Inc.
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